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Research Story:  
This was the “most researched” campaign in the history of the Orbitz brand and stretched over nearly a 2 
year period, culminating in the launch of the Take Vacation Back advertising campaign and website 
redesign in May 2012. We first conducted quantitative research to segment online travel consumers. 
Through this segmentation, we identified two sizeable and profitable segments that we later combined and 
dubbed "Travel-Lusters" as we updated our brand identity. These consumers regularly booked hotels and 
flights online, loved to travel and used online travel agencies to book travel much more than other 
segments. 
 
To really understand our target, we felt it was important to meet and talk with these consumers one on one. 
We partnered with The Research House to conduct in-home ethnographic research and one-on-one 
interviews which helped bring these consumers to life. We learned that for the Travel-luster, they are always 
thinking about travel – where and when they will go next. It could be a weekend trip with their spouse or an 
international adventure with their family, but all travel had the potential to be an exciting and life-enriching 
experience. It was also important for us to share our insights with the broader Orbitz employee base and 
infuse them into our corporate culture. To accomplish this, we held a Town Hall meeting and other smaller 
group meetings to “introduce” our target with a multimedia presentation and also developed large-scale full-
color posters which were placed throughout the Orbitz offices highlighting attitudinal statistics, demographic 
profiles, media usage and photos for our target. 
 
After we felt we knew our target consumers, we next wanted to understand where Orbitz sat within the 
online travel agency category. We worked with The Insight Scout to conduct brand image focus groups, 
who worked with us to select unique projective techniques (such as “Treeman”) to try to get at the heart of 
how consumers felt about online travel agency brands and where Orbitz sat among its peer brands. In 
these groups, we learned that Orbitz was not breaking through in the category, being viewed as middle of 
the road, with no well-defined brand personality or differentiated benefits. 
 
Armed with the insights from our segmentation and qualitative research, our ongoing brand tracking results 
and the brand image research, the Orbitz brand team led workshops to incorporate all of these learnings. 
Along with our own internal understanding of the Orbitz organization’s strengths, we developed a new 
Orbitz brand identity using BBDO’s North Star framework. Through this work, we answered the question, 
“what is our noble purpose in the world?”, which was that Orbitz Unlocks the Joy of Travel. The words were 
carefully chosen to express how strongly our target feels about travel and how Orbitz can help them with 
tools to help them better plan their travel. As part of the brand identity work, we also clarified our brand 
voice as a fun, challenger brand that informed our campaign development. 
 
With our new brand identity in hand, BBDO began concept development for our 2012 ad campaign. The 
Orbitz insights team had an extremely close partnership with the Orbitz brand team and BBDO throughout 
this entire process. In addition to designing the research and sharing results collaboratively, the Orbitz 
insights team worked closely with the brand and agency teams to identify the most critical metrics for 
evaluation before, during and after campaign development. 
 
We had several rounds of consumer research to help refine and determine the potential of a range of 
creative options prior to animatic testing and ad production. Consumers in all of our campaign research 
studies were screened to identify Travel-lusters to see if ideas were resonating more or less with our target 
vs. general online travel bookers. The first round of concepts was shared with consumers using Invoke’s 
live, large scale quantitative/ qualitative research technique. The team – Orbitz, BBDO and Invoke -- all sat 
in the room together monitoring the live feedback, which on the spot was translated into real-time 
improvement ideas. This close collaboration made it possible for the creative team to cycle more ideas 
through and develop more relevant creative than previously. A second round of research was done during 
the concept stage, partnering with Insight Express. Having quantitative results for multiple concepts allowed 
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us to demonstrate and substantiate creative choices and evolution to our senior leadership, which had been 
more difficult to do in the past with purely qualitative concept research results. 
 
We then proceeded to do animatics testing, working with Millward Brown. Included in the metrics we 
examined were standard ad norm questions of brand fit, uniqueness, and likeability as well as using unique 
brand personality attributes and Millward Brown’s Interest Trace methodology to determine where points of 
high and low positive and negative engagement were occurring in each ad. This information was particularly 
helpful as our creative featured several vignettes which had varying degrees of positive and negative 
engagement so BBDO could sharply target improvements within and across vignettes. Concurrently, we 
also identified effective proof points to use within the TV and print ads. We partnered with Insight Express to 
determine the value of various words and phrases and then integrated these learnings into the spots.  
 
Ultimately, there were two ads produced with the Declaration of Vacation theme – the Anthem spot and a 
mobile-specific spot. Final copy testing validated that we had addressed some last issues in the spots prior 
to going on-air. From segmentation to concept development and finished ad production, we used extensive 
quantitative and qualitative research in a way that improved the speed and quality of creative decision-
making and increased our odds greatly of connecting with our Travel-luster target. When the ad was in-
market, we tested it as part of our Millward Brown brand tracking and it performed very similarly to our final 
copy test. This helped to validate our copy testing results in a real competitive context, and we were able to 
see that we performed very well compared to the competition on brand connection and engagement. 
 
Campaign Description:  
Aimed squarely at Travel-lusters, the campaign launched with an anthem “Declaration of Vacation” TV spot, 
where travelers across a multitude of destinations declared their right to take their vacations. We translated 
this sentiment across print, digital video, social and digital banners. The Orbitz brand website is our major 
communication channel for the brand, and it had both its look and voice significantly updated to align with 
the overall campaign. Additional owned communication channels include social media platforms (Facebook 
and Twitter) and email. These channels helped to support the campaign by bringing to life the new 
tone/voice of Orbitz.  
 
With our site and communications focused on the joy of travel, we made sure our media decisions were as 
well. We concentrated on travel-endemic channels that connected with our Travel-luster target when they 
were indulging their love for travel, including: Travel Channel, History, Food Network, Budget Travel 
Magazine, National Geographic and Travel+Leisure.  
 
TV ads ran beginning on May 7, 2012 through the fourth quarter of 2012, while our magazine ads were 
featured in June-December 2012 issues. The campaign also extended to promotions and social media, 
such as the Orbitz Vacation Party Candidate Contest to coincide with the 2012 election. 
 
Business Results:  
Our measured results indicated that the “Declaration of Vacation” ads were extremely engaging and broke 
through the cluttered online travel agency category. The anthem ad generated the most social media buzz 
and earned PR impressions of any campaign in our history, and performed very well in the competitive 
context in market. Perceptions of our website even improved as a result of our site re-design, as consumers 
believed the site was faster overall, despite the fact that we had not made any technical changes to the 
site’s performance. In addition, we also created a new advertising development approach for Orbitz which 
takes a combination of quantitative and qualitative measures and uses them to drive smart data-driven 
creative development and ensure that we move forward creative that connects with our Travel-luster target. 
Here is how we performed against our stated goals: 
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1. We differentiated Orbitz from the pack 
We were able to create a clear distinction for the Orbitz brand vs. our competitors, and our ads exceeded 
Millward Brown norms for engagement, and for being interesting, unique, and fun. Despite having the 
lowest spend of the top online travel agencies in 2012, we had communication awareness that was 50% 
higher than the category norm (36% vs norm of 23% in Q2 2012). Competitively, the “Declaration of 
Vacation” ad was the funniest (77% of viewers agreed) and most brand-appropriate (87% of viewers 
agreed) in the online travel category, as measured in the July-August 2012 Millward Brown brand tracker 
vs.  ads from Travelocity (Out of Towners), Priceline (Faster Deals), Expedia (Find Yours) and Kayak 
(Pupils). With the exception of Priceline, which has had the Negotiator campaign running for over 14 years, 
Orbitz “Declaration of Vacation” was the most recalled online travel agency ad we tracked in August 2012, 
with 38% of online travel bookers recalling seeing this ad. 
 
2. “Declaration of Vacation” resonated with our target 
We effectively connected with the Travel-luster sensibilities. While our ads appealed to a broad range of 
travelers, our target felt even more positive about the campaign as indicated in creative testing and in-
market results. 
 

 
DECLARATION OF VACATION – Anthem spot 
Source: Millward Brown Copy testing March 2012 

TOP BOX Change in % (Travel-lusters minus online travel bookers) 

Relevance  +8 

Brand Differentiation +3 

Uniqueness  +5 

Enjoyment  +5 

Branding  +8 

It’s an ad I would talk about with 
friends 

+4 

 
3. We engaged Orbitz customers, the general public and Orbitz employees 
We went beyond communicating differentiation to capture our audiences’ attention and ignite conversation: 
• Campaign garnered over 11MM PR impressions in print and online, including marquee coverage in NY 
Times, USA Today, Forbes, Fast Company and Adweek (“Ad of the Day”, 5/8/12) 
• Two week YouTube view count well exceeded any prior commercial performance  
• Facebook effectiveness spiked during launch period, yielding 2.2MM+ impressions and almost 92K 
referrals back to Orbitz.com (Source: Facebook Insight, 5/7/12-8/31/12) 
• Social chatter increased markedly in the first month of the campaign launch, with an overwhelming 89% 
positive responses (Source: Internal Orbitz Tracking, 6/8/12) 
 
Example comments from social media (Source: Twitter and Facebook,  May 2012): 
“#Orbitz just proudly used the term ‘retox’ in a commercial. I sincerely promise them all of my future 
business.” 
“Ha! That Orbitz commercial just made my day.” 
“The Orbitz commercial makes me want to go on vacation, mainly to ‘detox and then retox’” 
“Wow, that Orbitz: Take Back Vacation ad just made me crack up.” 
 
In addition, the entire Orbitz organization was re-energized about the brand through feedback from our 
Town Hall and other large group meetings and the re-branding and target segment are frequently 
mentioned when discussing site-related development efforts. 
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In conclusion, the Orbitz Take Vacation Back campaign and Declaration of Vacation advertising were 
successful on many different levels, and consumer insights played a pivotal role throughout campaign 
development, measurement of results and employee socialization. We look forward to using the insights 
gathered through this campaign to help Orbitz “Unlock the Joy of Travel” for online travel consumers well 
into the future. 


